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Abstract

This article addresses the optimal (minimum-input-energy) output-transition problem for linear systems. The goal is to transfer the
output from an initial value y(t) = y (for all time t6 ti) to a /nal output value y(t) = 0y (for all time t¿ tf ). Previous methods solve
this output-transition problem by transforming it into a state-transition problem; the initial and /nal states (x(ti); x(tf ), respectively) are
chosen and a minimum-energy state-to-state transition problem is solved. However, the choice of the initial and /nal states can be ad
hoc and the resulting output-transition cost (input energy) may not be minimal. The contribution of this article is the solution of the
optimal output-transition problem. An example system with elastic dynamics is studied to illustrate the proposed method. Simulation
results are presented that show substantial reduction of transition costs with the use of the proposed method when compared to the use
of minimum-energy state-to-state transitions.
? 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Changing the output of a system from one value to
another (i.e. output transition) is a fundamental control
problem. Formally, the problem studied in this article is
to transfer the system output, with minimum input energy,
from an initial value y(t) = y (for all time t6 ti) to a /nal
output value y(t) = 0y (for all time t¿ tf ) as shown in Fig.
1. Such output-transition problems arise in a wide range of
applications, for example, in the positioning of 9exible
structures which include: (I) large-scale light-weight (and
therefore, 9exible) space manipulators and antennae
(Farrenkopf, 1979; Singhose, Banerjee, & Seering, 1997;
Wie, Sinha, & Liu, 1993); (II) medium-scale read-write
heads of disk drives (Ho, 1997; Miu & Bhat, 1991); and
(III) relatively small-scale piezo-based nano-positioners
(Bleuler, Clavel, Breguet, Langeu, & Peanette, 2000; Croft,
Shedd, & Devasia, 2001). During output transitions, the
elastic dynamics of these structures can lead to residual
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vibrations after the completion of a positioning maneuver,
which results in loss of positioning precision. Such vibra-
tions in the output could take a prohibitively long time to
reduce to an acceptable level. Therefore, procedures that
minimize (or remove) residual output-vibrations are needed
to achieve acceptable transitions in these systems; such an
approach to output transitions is studied in this article.
The contribution of this article is the solution of the

minimal-input-energy, output-transition problem. Previous
methods solve the output-transition problem by transform-
ing it into a state-transition problem. In such methods, the
initial and /nal states (x(ti) = x, x(tf ) = 0x, respectively)
are chosen, and an optimal state-transition problem (from
x(ti) to x(tf )) is solved (Lewis & Syrmos, 1995). For exam-
ple, the initial and /nal states can be chosen as equilibrium
states of the system at the initiation (t = ti) and completion
(t = tf ) of the output transition. This choice, of initial and
/nal states, enables the output to be maintained at the de-
sired value y(t)= 0y without residual vibrations (for all time
t¿ tf ). In 9exible structures such equilibrium states corre-
spond to rigid-body con/gurations of the structure. How-
ever, the choice of equilibrium states as the initial and /nal
states may not be optimal. On the other hand, an arbitrary
choice of the initial and /nal states is also not acceptable
because it can lead to transient errors, for example, after the
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Fig. 1. The output-transition problem.

completion of the output transition. The novelty of the pro-
posed approach is that it quanti/es the possible choices in
the initial and /nal states and then optimally chooses them
to minimize the output-transition cost.
The proposed approach uses pre- and post-actuation in-

puts to reduce the transition cost (i.e., input energy) without
changing the output-transition time (Ttran = tf − ti). For ex-
ample, consider the transfer of a disk-drive read-write head
from one track of a disk to another track. Pre-actuation can
be used before the initiation of the output transition to set
up the optimal initial condition without changing the output
position, i.e., maintain the read-write head over the initial
track (y=y for time t6 ti). Similarly, post-actuation can be
used after the completion of the output transition to main-
tain the read-write head over the /nal track (y= 0y for time
t¿ tf ). Because the output is precisely controlled during the
pre- and post-actuation phase, read and write operations can
still be performed during the pre- and post-actuation. Thus,
the eHective seek time (i.e., the time interval (ti; tf ) during
which read and write operations cannot be performed) is not
eHected by the use of the pre- and post-actuation.
In contrast to the output-transition problem, the state-

transition problem is well understood. Note that a control-
lable linear system can be transferred from any initial state
to any /nal state; there are multiple input trajectories that
could achieve such a state transition. For example, if the
boundary conditions (initial state x(ti) = x and /nal state
x(tf ) = 0x) are prescribed, then a control input can be cho-
sen using standard optimal control approaches (see, e.g.,
Lewis & Syrmos, 1995) to minimize (I) the time taken
to achieve the state transition (i.e., minimum time prob-
lems), or (II) the input energy needed to achieve the tran-
sition. Such state-transition approaches have been used to
achieve zero-residual-vibration output transitions in 9exible
structures. For example, the input-shaping scheme (e.g., in
Singhose et al., 1997; Pao & Lau, 2000) /nds an input such
that the output and a suitable number of its time derivatives
are zero after the transition. Necessary and suJcient con-
ditions for an input to achieve such zero-residual-vibration
state-transitions were characterized in the Laplace domain
in Bhat and Miu (1990). The central idea in these techniques
is to avoid vibrations by completing the maneuver with a

/nal state (x(tf )= 0x at time tf ) that is a rigid-body con/gura-
tion with zero elastic-deformations. Thus, these techniques
place a constraint on the state at the completion of the output
transition; in contrast, the proposed approach does not con-
strain the /nal state. Rather the proposed output-transition
approach only requires that the /nal output 0y be achieved
at time tf—the output is then maintained at the /nal value
y = 0y using inversion-based post-actuation input for time
t ¡ tf . Similarly, the proposed approach does not constrain
the state at the initiation of the output transition (x(ti)), and
a pre-actuation input for time t ¡ ti is used to maintain the
output value y=y before the initiation of the output transi-
tion (Devasia, Chen, & Paden, 1996). The additional free-
dom in the choice of the boundary states (x(ti) and x(tf ))
is then exploited to optimally reduce the output-transition
cost. It is noted that the use of pre-actuation requires that
the output-transition’s start time ti be known in advance. If
the start time ti is not known in advance then the proposed
approach can be modi/ed to only use post-actuation without
pre-actuation (see Remark 5).
The optimal output-transition problem was posed pre-

viously in Piazzi & Visioli (2000, 2001), in which an
inversion-based approach was used to plan an output tran-
sition. However, these results require the user to specify
(a priory) the set of acceptable output trajectories during
the transition (using polynomials); the method to choose
the output trajectory is ad hoc. Similar pre-speci/cation
of a desired output trajectory was also used by Dowd
and Thanos (2000) to achieve smooth transitions between
output-trajectory segments in industrial positioning sys-
tems. In contrast, we do not require the pre-speci/cation
of the output trajectory; rather, the best output trajectory is
obtained as the result of the proposed optimization proce-
dure. We do however, use the stable inversion approach (as
in Piazzi & Visioli (2000, 2001)) to /nd the pre-actuation
(t ¡ ti) inputs that maintain output tracking y = y be-
fore the initiation of the output transition, and similarly
to /nd post-actuation (t ¿ tf ) inputs to maintain the out-
put at 0y. The inversion-based approach, used to /nd pre-
and post-actuation inputs, is then integrated with standard
optimal control approaches during the output transition (be-
tween times ti and tf ) to solve the optimal output-transition
problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the

point-to-point output-transition (PPT) problem is formu-
lated. Two approaches are proposed: (I) using standard
state-to-state transition approach; and (II) integrating the
state-to-state transition approach with an inversion-based
pre- and post-actuation approach, which yields the optimal
solution to the PPT problem (presented in Section 3). The
proposed method is illustrated using an example system
with elastic dynamics in Section 4. Simulation results show
substantial reduction of transition costs with the use of
the proposed method when compared to the use of previ-
ous techniques that are based on state-to-state transitions.
Conclusions are in Section 5.
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2. Problem formulation

We begin by formulating the PPT problem.

2.1. PPT problem

Consider a square (same number of inputs as outputs),
linear, time-invariant system described by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t); y(t) = Cx(t); (1)

where x(t)∈Rn is the state, u(t)∈Rp is the input and
y(t)∈Rp is the output. A direct feedforward term Du(t)
can be included in the output equation; however, it is omit-
ted to simplify the presentation. Furthermore, let x and 0x be
equilibrium points of the system (also referred to as delim-
iting states), and let the corresponding outputs be y and 0y
respectively, i.e.,

De�nition 1. Delimiting states for transition.
ẋ = Ax = 0; y = Cx;

0̇x = A 0x = 0; 0y = C 0x:
(2)

The output-transition problem is formally stated next.

De�nition 2. PPT problem. Given the delimiting states and
the transition time interval [ti; tf ], /nd a bounded input-state
trajectory [uH (·); xref (·)] such that the following three re-
quirements are met:

(I) The system equations are satis/ed for all time
(−∞¡t¡∞)
ẋref (t) = Axref (t) + BuH (t); yref (t) = Cxref (t):

(II) The output transitions from y to 0y in the time interval
[ti; tf ]. The output is maintained at the desired value before
and after the output transition

yref (t) = y for all t6 ti;

yref (t) = 0y for all t¿ tf :

(III) The system state approaches the delimiting states as
time goes to (plus or minus) in/nity,

xref (t)→ x as t → −∞;

xref (t)→ 0x as t → ∞:

Remark 1. Although the goal is to transfer the system be-
tween the delimiting states x and 0x, the critical issue is to
change the output from y to 0y in a speci/ed transition time,
Ttran=tf−ti. Therefore, the states at the beginning and end of
output transitions, xref (ti) and xref (tf ), need not be the delim-
iting states, x and 0x. Pre- and post-actuation inputs, applied
outside of the transition interval, [ti; tf ], could be used to
transfer the state xref to the delimiting states. Such changes
in state xref outside of the transition interval are acceptable
as long as the output is maintained at the desired value.

2.2. Approach 1: state-to-state transition

One approach to achieve the output transition is to transfer
the system between the delimiting states, i.e., from x(ti)= x
to x(tf )= 0x within the transition time. It is noted that the /nal
delimiting state is an equilibrium point; therefore, the sys-
tem state can be maintained at that value without changing
the output. (For 9exible structures, these delimiting states
could correspond to rigid body con/gurations; therefore,
there are no residual vibrations.) If the system is control-
lable, then there is an input that can achieve the desired
state-to-state output transition; however, this input is not
unique. In the following, we require that the input chosen for
the state-to-state transition (SST) should minimize the in-
put energy required for the transition. This minimal-energy
SST problem can be posed and solved using standard linear
quadratic optimal (LQ) control theory (see, e.g., Lewis &
Syrmos, 1995).

Assumption 1. In the following, we assume that System (1)
is controllable.

De�nition 3. Minimal-energy SST problem. Find a
bounded input-state trajectory [uH (·); xref (·)] that transfers
System (1) from an initial state x(ti) to a /nal state x(tf )
and minimizes the following cost function

Jsst(ti; tf ; x(ti); x(tf ); u) =
∫ tf

ti

uTRu dt; (3)

where R is a positive-de/nite symmetric matrix.

De�nition 4. Final-state di5erence. If no input is applied
during the time interval [ti; tf ], then the state of the system
at time tf will be eA(tf−ti)x(ti). The diHerence between this
no-applied-input state and the desired state x(tf ) at time tf , is
referred to as the /nal-state diHerence, and can be written as

d(ti; tf ) = x(tf )− eA(tf−ti)x(ti): (4)

Lemma 1. Solution to minimal-energy SST problem.
Given the boundary states x(ti) and x(tf ), the input usst(·)
that minimizes the cost function Jsst is given by

usst(t) = R−1BTeA
T(tf−t)G−1

(ti ;tf )
d(ti; tf ); (5)

where G(ti ;tf ) is the invertible controllability grammian
given by

G(ti ;tf ) =
∫ tf

ti

eA(tf−�)BR−1BTeA
T(tf−�) d�: (6)

The transition cost when using the minimum-energy SST
input (5) is given by

J ∗
sst(ti; tf ; x(ti); x(tf )) = d(ti; tf )

TG−1
(ti ;tf )

d(ti; tf ): (7)

Proof. See, for example, (Lewis & Syrmos, 1995,
p. 165).
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An approach to achieve point-to-point output-transition
(PPT) is to use the minimal energy solution to the SST prob-
lem, where the initial and /nal states for this SST problem
are the initial and /nal delimiting states, respectively. This
is stated formally in the next lemma.

Lemma 2. Standard PPT. A solution to the PPT problem
is to use the minimal energy solution to the SST problem
(Lemma 1) with the state at the initiation of the output
transition chosen as the initial delimiting state (x(ti) = x),
and similarly with the state at the completion of the output
transition chosen as the 8nal delimiting state (x(tf ) = 0x).
The input uH = usppt is given by

usppt(t) = R−1BTeA
T(tf−t)G−1

(ti ;tf )
d̂(ti; tf ) if ti6 t6 tf

= 0 otherwise; (8)

where d̂(ti; tf ) = [ 0x− eA(tf−ti)x]. The reference state trajec-
tory xref = xsppt is given by

xsppt(t) = x if t ¡ ti

= eA(t−ti)x +
∫ t

ti

{eA(t−�)Busppt(�)} d�

if ti6 t6 tf

= 0x if t ¿ tf (9)

and the cost Jsppt of using input usppt is given by

Jsppt(ti; tf ) = d̂(ti; tf )TG−1
(ti ;tf )

d̂(ti; tf ): (10)

Proof. From Lemma 1, the state is transferred from x to 0x.
Conditions 2 and 3 for PPT (see De/nition 2) are satis/ed
since x and 0x are delimiting states (see De/nition 1).

The solution to the PPT problem achieved using the
minimum-energy solution to the SST problem is referred to
as the standard approach to the PPT problem (or standard
PPT, in short). It is noted that the standard PPT does not use
pre- or post-actuation. In the following, we explore the use
of pre- and post-actuation to further reduce the transition
cost.

2.3. Approach 2: optimal output transition

The choice of the states [x(ti); x(tf )], at the initiation t= ti
and completion t = tf of the output transition, need not be
/xed a priori as the delimiting states (x; 0x) (as was done in
the standard PPT approach). In the following, the states at
the initiation and completion of the output transition are con-
sidered as variables in the control-design, and are optimized.
This optimal point-to-point output-transition (optimal PPT)
problem, is stated next.

De�nition 5. Optimal PPT problem. Find a bounded
input-state trajectory [uH (·); xref (·)] that solves the output-

transition problem (see De/nition 2), and minimizes the
following cost function

Jppt(ti; tf ; u) =
∫ ∞

−∞
uTRu dt; (11)

where R is a positive-de/nite symmetric matrix (as in
Eq. (3)).

3. Solution to the optimal PPT problem

The optimal point-to-point output-transition (optimal
PPT) problem is solved in this section. This is done in
three steps: (I) transforming the system into output-tracking
form; (II) /nding the input needed before the initiation of
output transition (pre-actuation) and after the completion of
the output transition (post-actuation); and (III) integrating
the pre- and post-actuation with the minimal energy SST
approach to /nd the solution to the optimal PPT problem.

3.1. Output-tracking form

In the PPT problem, the output has to be maintained
constant outside the transition interval—this can be done
using inversion-based approaches. We begin by rewriting
the system equations in the output-tracking form (see, e.g.,
Isidori, 1989, Chapter 4; Sastry, 1999, Chapter 9), under the
following assumption.

Assumption 2. System (1) has a well-de/ned relative de-
gree � (e.g., see Sastry, 1999), where � := [�1; �2; : : : ; �p].

Output-tracking form. Under Assumption 2, there exists
(I) a coordinate transformation, �, and (II) an input law that
transforms the system into the output-tracking form (see,
e.g., Isidori, 1989; Sastry, 1999).
Coordinate transformation: The system state x is trans-

formed into the following new coordinates:

�[ �T  Ts  Tu  Tc ]
T = x; (12)

where the output and its time-derivatives upto order �−1 :=
[�1 − 1; �2 − 1; : : : ; �p − 1] are denoted by
�= [y1; ẏ 1; : : : ; d�1−1y1=dt�1−1; y2; ẏ 2; : : : ; d�2−1y2=dt�2−1;

: : : ; yp; ẏ p; : : : ; d�p−1yp=dt�p−1]T (13)

and  s;  u ;  c represent the stable, unstable, and center
subspaces of the internal dynamics  , respectively. Further-
more, the output and its time-derivatives upto order �−1 are
known if the desired output is speci/ed; this known term is
de/ned as

�d(t) = �(t)|y(·)=yd(·): (14)

Input law: The input law needed for the transformation
has the following general form

uH (t) = Bs s(t) + Bu u(t) + Bc c(t) + B�Y(t); (15)
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where the output and its time-derivatives upto order
�= [�1; �2; : : : ; �p] are denoted by

Y= [�T; d�1y1=dt�1 ; d�2y2=dt�2 ; : : : ; d�pyp=dt�p ]T: (16)

Again, the output and its time-derivatives upto order � are
known in terms of the desired output as

Yd(t) =Y(t)|y(t)=yd : (17)

Output-tracking form: System (1) can be transformed
into the following output-tracking form using the coordinate
transformation in Eq. (12) and input law in Eq. (15):

�̇(t) = �̇d(t); (18)



 ̇s(t)

 ̇u(t)

 ̇c(t)


= [Aint]



 s(t)

 u(t)

 c(t)


+ BintYd(t); (19)

where

Aint =



As 0 0

0 Au 0

0 0 Ac


 ; Bint =



Bint;s

Bint;u

Bint;c




and the internal dynamics of the system, represented by Eq.
(19), is assumed to be decoupled (without loss of general-
ity); the stable, unstable and center subspaces of the internal
dynamics are  s;  u, and  c, respectively. The correspond-
ing submatrices As, and −Au are Hurwitz, i.e., their eigen-
values lie on the open left half of the complex plane. The
eigenvalues of submatrix Ac lie on the imaginary axis of the
complex plane.

Remark 2. The well-de/ned relative degree in Assump-
tion 2 can be replaced by general invertibility conditions
with appropriate changes in the procedures to compute
the inverse system and to obtain the internal dynamics
(Silverman, 1969; Sain, 1969). The approach can be ex-
tended to non-square systems provided the system is invert-
ible. However, the approach cannot be used if the number
of inputs is less than the number of independent outputs.

3.2. Use of pre- and post-actuation in optimal PPT

Outside the transition interval [ti; tf ], the output is con-
stant, and the input that maintains the output at a constant
value can be obtained using inversion approaches; this is
discussed next.

3.2.1. Maintaining output constant (y = y) before output
transition (t6 ti)
The pre-actuation input before the initiation of the output

transition aims to maintain the output constant (y=y for all
time t6 ti). To /nd the pre-actuation input, we begin with
two coordinate transformations: (I) to rewrite the system

equations in the output-tracking form; and (II) to shift the
origin of the system to the initial delimiting state x.
Coordinate transformation into output-tracking form:

Consider the initial delimiting state x in the output-tracking
coordinates (using the state transformation in Eq. (12))

�[ �T  T ]T := �[ �T  sT  uT  cT ]T = x: (20)

Since x is an equilibrium point of the system (with input
u= 0), we have the following relationships for the internal
dynamics states (from Eq. (15) and Eq. (19))

0 = Aint + BintY (21)

0 = Bs s + Bu u + Bc c + B�Y; (22)

where, as in Eq. (17), the output and its time-derivatives
upto order � computed at the constant output (y = y) are
denoted by Y(t) =Y(t)|y(t)=y.
Coordinate transformation to shift the origin: Next, we

move the origin of the system to the initial delimiting state
with the following change of coordinates:

�̂(t) := �(t)− �;

 ̂(t) :=



 ̂s(t)

 ̂u(t)

 ̂c(t)


 :=



 s(t)−  s

 u(t)−  u

 c(t)−  c


 : (23)

The system dynamics in the output-tracking form can be
rewritten for all t ¡ ti, by subtracting Eq. (21) from Eq. (19)
and using Eq. (23), as
d
dt

�̂(t) = 0;
d
dt

 ̂(t) = Aint ̂(t): (24)

The exact output tracking input can be written for all t ¡ ti,
by subtracting Eq. (22) from Eq. (15) and by using Eq. (23),
as

uH (t) = Bs ̂s(t) + Bu ̂u(t) + Bc ̂c(t): (25)

Pre-actuation: The next lemma states that the internal
state-components, related to the stable and center sub-
spaces of the internal dynamics ( s and  c, respectively),
must remain constant during pre-actuation. It also /nds the
pre-actuation input in terms of the state-component  u(ti)
(related to the unstable subspace of the internal dynamics)
at the initiation of output transition.

Lemma 3. Pre-actuation. Let system (1) be controllable
and have a well de8ned relative degree (Assumptions 1 and
2). Then the pre-actuation input for point-to-point output
transition is uniquely speci8ed in terms of the state com-
ponent  u(ti) (related to the unstable subspace of the in-
ternal dynamics) at the initiation of the output transition
(time ti).

(1) The state-components related to the stable and cen-
ter subspaces of the internal dynamics must remain
constant during pre-actuation, i.e., for time t6 ti

 s(t) =  s;  c(t) =  c: (26)
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(2) The exact-output maintaining, pre-actuation input for
time t ¡ ti is given by

upre(t) = Bu[eAu(t−ti ) ̂u(ti)]

= Bu[eAu(t−ti)( u(ti)−  u)]: (27)

Proof. The internal dynamics Eq. (24) is autonomous, and
an explicit solution to the internal dynamics (for time t ¡ ti)
can be found as  ̂(t)=e−Aint (ti−t) ̂(ti). Then, the requirement
that the system state should tend to the delimiting state x as
time t goes to −∞ (see requirement 3, in De/nition 2) can
be expressed in terms of the above solution to the internal
dynamics as

0 = lim
t→−∞  ̂s(t) = lim

t→−∞ e
−As(ti−t) ̂s(ti);

0 = lim
t→−∞  ̂u(t) = lim

t→−∞ e
−Au(ti−t) ̂u(ti);

0 = lim
t→−∞  ̂c(t) = lim

t→−∞ e
−Ac(ti−t) ̂c(ti):

(28)

From this equation, we obtain the following constraint on
the state at the initiation of the output transition at time t= ti

 ̂s(ti) = 0;  ̂c(ti) = 0 (29)

because submatrices −As and −Ac are not Hurwitz. For any
other values of the stable subspace of the internal dynam-
ics  ̂s(ti) and the center subspace of the internal dynamics
 ̂c(ti), the system will not go to the delimiting state x as
t → −∞. The /rst statement of the lemma (see Eq. (26))
follows from Eqs. (23) and (29). While the state compo-
nents of the stable and center subspaces of the internal
dynamics are constrained, there are no such restrictions on
the choice of the state component of the unstable subspace,
 ̂u(ti). The delimiting state can be achieved for any choice
of the unstable subspace of the internal dynamics  ̂u(ti)
because submatrix −Au is Hurwitz. The second statement
of the Lemma (Eq. (27)) follows by substituting Eq. (29)
into Eq. (25) and then using the de/nition of  ̂u in
Eq. (23).

Note that the pre-actuation input is completely speci-
/ed in terms of the unstable component  u(ti) of the inter-
nal dynamics at the initiation of the desired output transi-
tion. Therefore, the cost of the pre-actuation input can be
quanti/ed in terms of this component as shown in the next
Lemma.

Lemma 4. Pre-actuation cost. For a speci8ed unstable
subspace of the internal dynamics  u(ti) the cost of the
pre-actuation input is equal to

Jpre( u(ti))

:=
∫ ti

−∞
uTpre(t)Rupre(t) dt

=  Tu (ti)Wpre u(ti)− 2 Tu (ti)Wpre u +  uTWpre u ; (30)

where

Wpre =
∫ ∞

0
e−ATu �BTuRBue

−Au� d� (31)

can be found by solving the Lyapunov equation

WpreAu + ATuWpre = BTuRBu : (32)

Proof. From Eqs. (27) and (30)

Jpre( u(ti))

=  ̂u
T


 ti∫
−∞

eA
T
u (t−ti)BTuRBue

Au(t−ti) dt


  ̂u

=  ̂u
T
[ ∫ ∞

0
e−ATu �BTuRBue

−Au�d�
]
 ̂u

by setting − �= (t − ti)

=[ u(ti)−  u]TWpre[ u(ti)−  u]:

Since submatrix −Au is Hurwitz, Wpre in the above equa-
tion can be found as the unique, symmetric solution to
the following Lyapunov equation (see, e.g., Chen, 1999,
Theorem 5.6, Chapter 6), Wpre(−Au) + (−Au)TWpre =
−BTuRBu, which completes the proof.

3.2.2. Maintaining output constant (y = 0y) after
output-transition (t¿ tf )
The post-actuation after the completion of the output tran-

sition aims to maintain the output constant (y(t) = 0y for all
time t¿ tf ). As in the pre-actuation case, we begin with two
coordinate transformations: (I) to rewrite the system equa-
tions in the output-tracking form; and (II) to shift the origin
of the system to the /nal delimiting state 0x.
Coordinate transformation and shift of origin to 0x; Con-

sider the /nal delimiting state 0x in the output-tracking coor-
dinates (using the state transformation in Eq. (12))

�[ 0�T  sT  uT  cT ]
T = 0x: (33)

Furthermore, let the origin of the system be moved to the
/nal delimiting state 0x

0̂�(t) := �(t)− 0�;  ̂s(t) :=  s(t)−  s;

 ̂u(t) :=  u(t)−  u ;  ̂c(t) :=  c(t)−  c;
(34)

where a bar above the variables indicates that the variables
are related to the post-actuation phase of the PPT.
Post-actuation input and cost: The next lemma states

that the state-components related to the unstable and center
subspaces of the internal dynamics ( u and  c, respectively)
must remain constant during post-actuation. It also obtains
the post-actuation input upost in terms of the state-component
 s(tf ), which is related to the stable subspace of the internal
dynamics at the completion of output transition. The results
of this next lemma are then used to quantify the cost of using
the post-actuation input.
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Lemma 5. Post-actuation. Let system (1) be controllable
and have a well de8ned relative degree (Assumptions 1
and 2). Then the post-actuation input for point-to-point
output transition is uniquely speci8ed in terms of the state
component  s(tf ), which is related to the stable subspace of
the internal dynamics at the completion of output transition
(time tf ).

(1) The state-components related to the unstable and cen-
ter subspaces of the internal dynamics must remain
constant during post-actuation, i.e., for all time t¿ tf
 u(t) =  u and  c(t) =  c,

(2) the exact-output maintaining, post-actuation input for
time t ¿ tf is given by

upost(t) = uH (t) = Bs[eAs(t−tf ) ̂s(tf )]

= Bs[eAs(t−tf )( s(tf )−  s)]: (35)

Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3, and
so this proof is omitted.

Lemma 6. Post-actuation cost. For a speci8ed stable
subspace of the internal dynamics  s(tf ), the cost of the
post-actuation input is equal to

Jpost( s(tf ))

:=
∫ ∞

tf

uTpost(t)Rupost(t) dt

= Ts (tf )Wpost s(tf )

− 2 Ts (tf )Wpost s +  sTWpost s (36)

where

Wpost =
∫ ∞

0
eA

T
s �BTs RBse

As� d� (37)

is the solution to the Lyapunov equation

WpostAs + ATsWpost =−BTs RBs: (38)

Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4, and
is omitted.

3.3. Optimal PPT

Lemmas 3 and 5 imply that the only freedom in the state
x(ti), at the initiation of PPT, is in the choice of the unstable
component  u(ti) of the internal dynamics. Similarly, the
only freedom in the state x(tf ), at the completion of PPT,
is in the choice of the stable component  s(tf ) of the inter-
nal dynamics. Therefore, a particular choice of these state
component variables,  u(ti) and  s(tf ), completely speci/es
the boundary states [x(ti); x(tf )] at the initiation t = ti and
completion t = tf of the PPT problem.

De�nition 6. Boundary conditions #. Components of the
state, at the initiation and completion of output transition,
that can be varied while achieving the desired output tran-
sition (i.e., solving the PPT problem) are

# := [ Ts (tf )  Tu (ti)]
T: (39)

Remark 3. Standard PPT boundary conditions. The
boundary conditions # are constrained to be the delim-
iting states when using the standard PPT solution to the
output-transition problem, i.e. # = #̃ := [ 0 Ts  Tu ]

T.

Remark 4. Optimal PPT boundary conditions. The bound-
ary conditions # are not constrained to be #̃ (as in Remark
3) in the optimal PPT approach; they are chosen to optimize
the energy used for the output transition.

3.3.1. Minimum-energy PPT for a speci8ed #
Once this minimum-energy PPT is found for given

boundary conditions #, then the optimal PPT can be found
by optimizing the boundary conditions. For a set of pre-
scribed boundary conditions #, the energy needed for the
PPT can be found by adding (I) the minimum energy needed
during the output-transition time-period [ti; tf ] and (II) the
energy needed outside the output-transition time-period
(i.e., t ¡ ti and t ¿ tf ). We begin by /nding the minimum
energy needed during the output-transition time-period.
Minimum energy during output transition: Lemmas 3

and 5 imply that the only freedom in the choice of state x(ti)
at the initiation of output transition and in the choice of state
x(tf ) at the completion of the output transition are in the
choice of boundary conditions #. The choice of boundary
conditions # speci/es the pre- and post-actuation inputs
(and associated costs); however, it does not specify the input
during the output-transition interval [ti; tf ]. The input energy
needed during the output-transition interval can be optimized
by using minimum-energy SST technique (see Lemma 1)
with the initial and /nal states chosen as

x(ti) = �[�T  sT  u(ti)T  cT]T;

:= [�� |� s |� u |� c ][�
T  sT  u(ti)T  cT]T

(40)

x(tf ) = �[ 0�T  s(tf )T  uT  cT]T:

The associated minimum input-energy J ∗
sst(ti; tf ; #) during

the output transition time-period can be written in terms of
the boundary condition # as (using Eqs. (4) and (7))

J ∗
sst(ti; tf ; #) = d#(ti; tf )TG−1

(ti ;tf )
d#(ti; tf ); (41)

where d#(ti; tf ) is the /nal-state diHerence d(ti; tf ) rewritten
in terms of the boundary conditions # as (using De/nition
4 and Eq. (40))

d#(ti; tf ) = H1f̂ + H2#; (42)
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where

H1 := [�� |� u |� c | −W� | −W s | −W c ]

H2 : =[� s | −W u ]

[W� |W s |W u |W c ] := e
A(tf−ti)[�� |� s |� u |� c ]

f̂ := [ 0� 0 u 0 c �  s  c ]
T:

The minimum input-energy J ∗
sst(ti; tf ; #) during the output

transition time-period can be rewritten as (using Eqs. (41)
and (42))

J ∗
sst(ti; tf ; #)

=(H1f̂ + H2#)TG−1
(ti ;tf )

(H1f̂ + H2#)

=#THT
2 G

−1
(ti ;tf )

H2# + 2#THT
2 G

−1
(ti ;tf )

H1f̂

+f̂THT
1 G

−1
(ti ;tf )

H1f̂ (43)

Lemma 7. Minimum-energy PPT for prescribed boundary
conditions#. For a given choice of the boundary conditions
# (as de8ned in Eq. (39)), the minimum energy needed to
achieve the point-to-point output transition is quadratic in
# and has the form

Jppt(ti; tf ; #) =#T%# − 2#Tb+ c: (44)

Proof. The total cost Jppt(ti; tf ; #) over all time t ∈
(−∞;∞), for minimal energy PPT with a speci/ed
choice of boundary conditions #, can then be obtained
by adding the cost J ∗

sst(ti; tf ; #) during output transition
to the pre-actuation cost Jpre( u(ti)) and post-actuation
cost Jpost( s(tf )). The lemma follows by substituting for
Jpre( u(ti)), Jpost( s(tf )), and J ∗

sst(ti; tf ; #), from Eqs. (30),
(36), and (43), respectively, and setting

% :=

[
Wpost 0

0 Wpre

]
+ HT

2 G
−1
(ti ;tf )

H2; (45)

b :=

[
Wpost s

Wpre u

]
− HT

2 G
−1
(ti ;tf )

H1f̂;

c :=  sTWpost s +  uTWpre u + f̂THT
1 G

−1
(ti ;tf )

H1f̂:

3.3.2. Solution to the optimal PPT problem
Optimal values for the boundary conditions # are found

in the following theorem, which also obtains the input that
solves the optimal PPT problem.

Theorem 1. Optimal PPT. Let system (1) be controllable
and have a well-de8ned relative degree (Assumptions 1 and
2). Then the optimal PPT problem always has a solution
as described in the following three statements.

(1) The PPT cost function (Eq. (11)) is minimized by
the following choice of boundary conditions # = #∗ =
[( ∗s )

T ( ∗u)
T]T given by

#∗ = %−1b if % is invertible;

#∗ = %†b otherwise; (46)

where %† is the pseudo (generalized) inverse of % (e.g., see
Ortega, 1987 for the de8nition of the generalized inverse).
(II) The optimal input uH =u∗ppt can include pre-actuation

(t ¡ ti) and post-actuation (t ¿ tf ), and is given by

u∗ppt(t) = Bu[eAu(t−ti)( ∗u −  u)] if t ¡ ti;

= R−1BTeA
T(tf−t)G−1

(ti ;tf )
d#∗(ti; tf )

if ti6 t6 tf , where d#∗(ti; tf ) is obtained by setting#=#∗

in Eq. (42) and

u∗ppt(t) = Bs[eAs(t−tf )( ∗s −  s)] if t ¿ tf :

(III) The corresponding reference state trajectory xref =
xppt is given by

xppt(t)

=�[�T  sT [e−Au(ti−t)( ∗u −  u) +  u]T  cT]T

if t ¡ ti

= eA(t−ti)x(ti) +
∫ t

ti

{eA(t−�)Bu∗ppt(�)} d�

if ti6 t6 tf

=�[ 0�T [e−As(tf−t)( ∗s −  s) +  s]T  uT  cT]T

if tf ¡t:

Proof. From Lemma 7, the cost function (Eq. (11)) can be
written as a quadratic form in terms of boundary conditions
# as shown in Eq. (44). Since the cost function (Eq. (11))
is quadratic in the input, it has a lower bound (zero!). The
existence of the lower bound implies that the optimization
problem always has at least one solution (e.g., see Ortega,
1987, Theorem 4.2.1, in Chapter 4). Similarly, the /rst part
of the Theorem follows from optimization of quadratic forms
(e.g., see Ortega, 1987, Theorem 4.2.1, Chapter 4). The
second part of the theorem follows from Lemmas 1, 3 and
5 (Eqs. (5), (27) and (35)). The third part of the Theorem
follows by integrating system equation (1) with the optimal
PPT input.

Thus, the optimal PPT integrates inversion-based pre- and
post-actuation with minimum energy SST to solve the opti-
mal output-transition problem—this is represented in Fig. 2.

Corollary 1. The cost of the optimal PPT is less than
or equal to the cost of the standard PPT (de8ned
in Lemma 2).
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Xi(ti)

ξ ξ ξ ξ

Xf(tf)

ηu* ηu
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ηu
ηcηc ηc

*

ηc

ηs

ηu
y = y

Post-actuation

X X

Inversion-based
Pre-actuation

Inversion-based

y = y

Optimal state
transition

ti tf− ∞ + ∞

Fig. 2. Integration of inversion-based approach and minimum-energy SST
approach to solve the optimal PPT problem.

Proof. This follows because the standard PPT scheme
of using no pre- or post-actuation is a possible choice in
the optimization scheme used to /nd the optimal PPT (in
Theorem 1).

Remark 5. If pre-actuation is not allowable, then the transi-
tion can be minimized by using post-actuation, i.e., by opti-
mally choosing the stable component of the internal dynam-
ics  s(tf ) at the completion of the output transition. In this
case the state at the initiation of output transition is chosen
as the initial delimiting state, i.e., x(ti) = x

Remark 6. Other cost functions could be used in the above
approach. For example, minimum-time approaches could
be used to choose the inputs during the output-transition
time-interval, and then pre- and post-actuation inputs
can be used to maintain constant output outside the
output-transition time-interval. Similarly, the non-zero
states of the system could also be penalized in the cost
function as in standard optimal control techniques (e.g., to
reduce vibrations in a 9exible structure). The optimal input
law and cost would be modi/ed accordingly, however, the
proposed approach would remain similar, in principle.

Remark 7. If the system is controllable (Assumption 1),
then the state trajectory (xref (·) corresponding to the input
that achieves optimal PPT yielding state trajectory) can be
stabilized through standard techniques such as state feedback
of the form K[x(t)−xref (t)] to handle external perturbations
and modeling errors.

4. Example

An example systemwith elastic dynamics is studied in this
section to illustrate the proposed method. Simulation results
are presented to show that substantial reduction of transition
costs can be achieved with the use of the proposed optimal
PPT method when compared to the use of the standard PPT
approach.

x1x2

M M
F

Flexible Rod

Fig. 3. Example: Two masses connected through a 9exible rod. Input
is force F applied to the mass at the left-hand side of the rod (with
displacement x2) and the output is the displacement of the mass to the
right side of the rod, y = x1.

4.1. Modeling

Example system. The example system is two masses con-
nected by a 9exible rod (see Fig. 3)—this is a benchmark
problem used to study output-transition problems (e.g., Bhat
& Miu, 1990). In this example system, the input and out-
put are non-collocated; input is force F applied to the mass
at the left side of the rod (with displacement x2) and the
output is the displacement of the mass to the right side of
the rod, y = x1 as shown in Fig. 3. Such non-collocation
of the input and output points on a 9exible structure re-
sults in non-minimum-phase dynamics. Therefore, rather
than model the 9exible rod as a spring and damper (which
will result in a minimum-phase model), we model the 9ex-
ible rod using the /nite element method (FEM) to capture
the non-minimum-phase dynamics of the system.
Modeling of the example system. The system dynamics is

modeled as a simpli/ed two-node axial rod (using FEM see,
e.g., Bathe (1982)). The dynamics of the example system
can be described by

[[M l] + [M r]] VU + [Cr]U̇ + [K r]U =

[
0

1

]
F; (47)

where

U := [x1 x2]T; [M l] =

[
M 0

0 M

]

is the mass-matrix term associated with the two lumped
masses located at the ends of the rod, and the non-diagonal
mass-matrix term

[M r] =
�rArlr
6

[
2 1

1 2

]

captures the distributed mass of the rod. Additionally, the
stiHness matrix is

[K r] =
ArEr
lr

[
1 −1
−1 1

]
;

and the structural damping matrix is [Cr] = /[K r], where /
is a scaling factor. Furthermore, the density of the rod, its
cross-sectional area, length, and elastic modulus are repre-
sented by �r , Ar , lr , and Er respectively. In the following
simulations, the system parameters were chosen as (in ap-
propriate units) M =10, m2 :=

�rArlr
6 =1, k := ArEr

lr
=1, and

/= 0:1.
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State-space equations. Let x3 := ẋ1 and x4 := ẋ2. Then,
the state space representation of the system (as in Eq. (1))
can be obtained from Eq. (47) with x := [x1 x2 x3 x4]T

A=




0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

−0:0909 0:0909 −0:0091 0:0091

0:0909 −0:0909 0:0091 −0:0091


 (48)

B= [0 0 − 0:0070 0:0839]T

and

C = [1 0 0 0]:

4.2. Solution to PPT problem

PPT problem. The goal of the PPT problem is to change
the output from y=0 to 1 during the speci/ed transition time
Ttran=tf−ti=10 s. The weight on the input is chosen as R=1.
The delimiting states (x, and 0x) are chosen as the following
rigid body con/gurations of the system x=[0 0 0 0]T; y=0,
0x = [1 1 0 0]T; 0y = 1.

4.2.1. Approach 1: standard PPT
If no pre- or post-actuation is used then the energy needed

for the output transition can be minimized using standard
PPT (see De/nition 2). The input for standard PPT was
found from Eq. (8) with

d̂(ti; tf ) = [15:8965 121:8660− 534:7220− 167:8326]:

4.2.2. Approach 2: optimal PPT
Output-tracking form: The system equations were rewrit-

ten in the output-tracking form (with decoupled internal
dynamics) using the following coordinate transformation
(as in Eq. (12)):


�1

�2

 s

 u




T

= �−1x =




1 0 0 0

0 0 −0:7245 −0:6892
0 1 0 0

0 0 0:6892 −0:7245




−1

x

and input law u(t) = uH (t) with

uH (t) = Bs s(t) + Bu u(t)− [13 1:3 143]Y(t);

where Bs =−8:5231; Bu =−9:9018 (as in Eq. (15)) and the
output and its time-derivatives upto order �=2 is represented
as Y = [y ẏ Vy]T (See Eq. (16)). The internal dynamics
for the example model has stable and unstable components,
i.e.,  s and  u, and it does not have components on the
imaginary-axis of the complex plane, i.e.,  c = H, therefore,
Bc = H.
System equations in output-tracking form: The system

dynamics in the output-tracking coordinates is given by

(as in Eq. (19))

�̇1 = �2;

�̇2 = Vyd;[
 ̇s

 ̇u

]
=

[
As 0

0 Au

][
 s

 u

]
+

[
Bint;s

Bint;u

]
Yd ;

(49)

where As = −0:9512, Au = 1:0512, Bint;s = [ − 0:6892 −
0:0689 − 8:2707], and Bint;u = [0:7245 0:0725 8:6946].
Cost for optimal PPT. Since −Au is Hurwitz, Wpre can

be found by solving the Lyapunov Eq. (32) to obtainWpre =
46:6333. Similarly, since As is Hurwitz, Wpost can be found
by solving the Lyapunov Eq. (38) to obtainWpost =38:1833.
As stated in Lemma 7, for a given choice of #, the opti-
mal cost for PPT is the following quadratic expression (see
Eq. (44)):

Jppt(#) =#T%# − 2#Tb+ c; (50)

where

%=

[
400:1308 −239:3198
−239:3198 387:3621

]
; b=

[−85:9416
−23:4111

]

and c = 52:2438.
Optimal PPT. The PPT cost (Eq. (50)) is minimized by

the following unique choice of # because % is invertible

#∗ =

[
 ∗s

 ∗u

]
=

[
 s(tf )

 u(ti)

]
= %−1b=

[−0:3980
−0:3063

]
:

The corresponding optimal input uH = u∗ppt was obtained as
described in Theorem 1 as follows.

u∗ppt(t) = 3:0329e
1:0512(t−ti) ∀t ¡ ti;

u∗ppt(t)

=




0

0

−0:0070
0:0839




T

exp{AT(tf − t)}




0:3936

10:4739

−47:2569
−7:0802


 ;

∀ti6 t6 tf

u∗ppt(t) =−2:7828e−0:9512(t−tf ) ∀t ¿ tf :

4.3. Results

The standard and optimal inputs were calculated and ap-
plied as feedforward to the system. Feedback was not used
in the following simulations because we did not want the
feedback choice to aHect the simulation results—this en-
ables us to directly compare the solutions to the standard
and optimal PPT problems. However, feedback can be used
to further improve the performance, for example, to handle
modeling errors and external perturbations.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of output and input time-trajectories for standard PPT
(dotted line) and optimal PPT (solid line)—the optimal PPT input has
pre- and post-actuation, however, the time for output transition is the
same (10 s) for both methods. The output transition is initiated at time
t = ti = 10 s and completed at time t = tf = 20 s.

It is noted that the feedforward inputs are pre-computed
using the simulation model; therefore, the actual system
states are not needed in this implementation. Furthermore,
the optimal PPT input (found through the inversion method)
is applied before the initiation of the output transition; thus,
the optimal input is non-causal in this sense. However, the
inversion-based pre-actuation input can be computed and ap-
plied online if preview information of the output transition
is available (see, Zou & Devasia, 1999 for preview-based
computation of inverse inputs). In the simulations, the in-
puts were computed oXine and pre- and post-actuation times
were chosen as 10 s.

Remark 8. From Theorem 1, it can be seen that the
pre-actuation input decays exponentially to zero as time
t → −∞. The decay rate is proportional to the mini-
mum distance Drhp of the right half-plane zeros of the
system (i.e., poles of Au) from the imaginary axis of
the complex plane. As this distance, increases, a smaller
preactuation-time can be chosen to achieve the desired ac-
curacy in output-tracking—typically, a preactuation time
of 10=Drhp is suJcient. Similarly, the post-actuation time
needed depends on the minimum distance Dlhp of the left
half-plane zeros of the system (i.e., poles of As) from
the imaginary axis of the complex plane—typically, a
post-actuation time of 10=Dlhp is suJcient.

Simulation results: Simulation results, when inputs for
the standard PPT and the optimal PPT were applied to the
example system, are presented in Figs. 4–6. Fig. 4 compares
the inputs used in the standard and optimal PPT, and Fig. 5
compares the evolution of the states. Note that the input is
only applied during the output-transition period, i.e., pre- and
post-actuation are not used for the standard PPT; however,
both pre- and post-actuation are used in the optimal PPT.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of state time-trajectories for standard PPT (dotted
line) and optimal PPT (solid line) with input weight R = 1. The stable
and unstable components of the internal state ( s, and  u) are shown in
the bottom plots.
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Ttran = tf − ti is varied. It is noted that the cost for optimal PPT is always
less than the cost for standard PPT.

Fig. 6 shows the optimal cost and maximum magnitudes
of inputs found for standard and optimal PPT for various
transition times.
Comparison of standard and optimal PPT: The simu-

lation results in Fig. 6 show that the cost for optimal PPT
input is always lower than the cost for standard PPT input
(i.e., without pre- or post-actuation) for diHerent transition
times (as expected, see Corollary 1). For this example, with
an output-transition time of 10 s and R = 1, the cost for
the standard PPT (de/ned in Eq. (7)) is J ∗

sst(ti; tf ) = 137:8.
The cost of optimal PPT input is 10.88 (for the same 10 s
output-transition time), which is 12.7 times smaller than
the cost of standard PPT input. Fig. 6 also shows that the
magnitudes of the inputs used in optimal PPT are also sub-
stantially lower than the magnitudes of inputs needed for
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the standard PPT, especially as the transition time become
smaller. For the 10 s output-transition time, the maximum
magnitude of the standard PPT input is 10.34. The max-
imum amplitude of the input with optimal PPT is 3.03,
which is 3.4 times smaller than the maximum amplitude for
the input needed for the standard PPT (for the same 10 s
output-transition time). Note that both methods result in zero
residual vibrations in the output, however the optimal PPT
achieves it with lower input cost by exploiting the use of
pre- and post-actuation.

5. Conclusions

A technique to achieve optimal point-to-point output tran-
sition was presented. Freedom in the choice of the internal
dynamics was exploited using pre- and post-actuation in-
puts (using inversion schemes) to optimize the input energy
needed to achieve this output transition. The method was
applied to a simpli/ed 9exible-structure model and simula-
tion results were presented to illustrate the advantages of the
technique over standard state-to-state optimal control tech-
niques.
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